Karen Salicath Jamali Exhibition of Paintings at New Faust
Harrison Pianos Showroom in Fairfield, Connecticut
The Danish-American painter and sculptor, Karen Salicath Jamali, will debut new paintings
and music in an exhibition entitled Event Horizon – 7 Tones From Heaven, opening on
Thursday, December 4th, 2014, 6:00-8:30 pm, at the new showroom of Faust Harrison Pianos
in Fairfield, Connecticut
NEW YORK, NY (PRWEB) November 19, 2014 – The American painter and sculptor, Karen Salicath Jamali,
will debut new paintings and music in an exhibition entitled Event Horizon – 7 Tones From Heaven, opening on
Thursday, December 4th, 2014, 6:00-8:30 pm, at the new showroom of Faust Harrison Pianos in Fairfield,
Connecticut. In her most comprehensive exhibition to date in the U.S. that runs through February, Karen will
present an extraordinary body of work including 50 new paintings from her Event Horizon series, plus her piano
compositions, 7 Tones From Heaven.
“This exhibition, Event Horizon – 7 Tones From Heaven, started four years ago when I began to paint the Event
Horizon pieces, said Karen. “Event horizon is the place in the universe where the laws of physics cease and
another reality begins. Sometime later I had an accident and I partially lost touch with reality. I could not see
light, hear sound, and had difficulty speaking for two and a half years. Last Christmas, music began to come to
me and I discovered I could play piano. I had to buy a Steinway from Faust Harrison and the music came
together. I am thrilled to have been invited by Erica Feidner of Faust Harrison Pianos to present my artwork and
music in their new showroom.”
“Faust Harrison Pianos regularly showcases the art work of prominent local artists, and we’re thrilled to present
the latest paintings and music by Karen Salicath Jamali at our new showroom in Fairfield,” said Irving Faust,
Managing Director of Faust Harrison. Their newest showroom, in a beautifully renovated building in Fairfield,
Connecticut, was designed to build upon the Faust Harrison tradition of pianos and art. “Large, open spaces,
fine lighting and terrific acoustics make it an ideal new home for music and the arts. This is a new cultural
treasure in Fairfield County to be enjoyed by everyone,” said Irving. To make a reservation for the opening,
please email Erica Feidner at Erica@FaustHarrisonPianos.com.
About Karen Salicath Jamali
Karen Salicath Jamali is an American, Danish-born artist living and working in New York City. She graduated
from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Art, School of Design in Copenhagen, Denmark in 1991, and has been
working as a painter, sculptor and photographer for the past 25 years. She has participated in over 100 solo and
group exhibitions throughout the world, including the Louvre Museum in Paris, Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art in Monreale, Italy, and the Kume Museum in Tokyo. She has received a number of honors
and awards from the international art community. Her built works include several permanent public sculptures,
and is represented in more than 600 private collections. Karen’s inspiration comes from the human form,
Christian, Greek and Nordic mythology, as well as particle physics. She is known for her graceful and
monumental figurative sculptures in bronze and glass that evoke the universality of the human condition. As a
painter she works with natural pigments and archival substrates including cork, and is particularly known for
her mythic portraiture and abstractions. She is permanently represented by the Jamali Gallery in New York
City. Located in the heart of Soho at 413 West Broadway between Spring and Prince streets, it is open daily
from 10 AM to 7 PM. To learn more please visit kjamali.com or JamaliNYCGallery.com.

About Faust Harrison Pianos
Faust Harrison Pianos is America’s largest independent retailer of fully rebuilt vintage Steinway and Mason &
Hamlin pianos, and a leading dealer of new pianos by Yamaha, Mason & Hamlin, and Bechstein. They operate
showrooms in Manhattan, White Plains, Huntington, and their newest showroom at 322 Black Rock Turnpike in
Fairfield is open Tuesday-Saturday from 10 to 6. To learn more, please visit faustharrisonpianos.com or call
201-333-8400.
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